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After making comments at a press confrence following the Illinois State match-up,
Head Racer Football Coach Matt Griffin is
suspended fromSaturday's game against
Western Kentucky University, 18.

Footage from the Racer volley- ~
ball teams first OVC match
•
against Tennessee Martin is at •
thenews.org.

The annual Mr. MSU pageant
crowns the newest king on cam·
pus, votes for the sexiest manlegs and much more, 48.
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Regents push purchase forward
Robin Phelps
News Editor
The Board approved a report from the
task force on developing Murray State's
extended campus at Paducah with an 8-3
vote at Friday's meeting.
Though the approval of the report lead
to a motion to purchase the 23-acre lot at
Barkley Woods, which passed with a 6-5
vote, the board's irresoluteness conjured
up much discussion.
"We must support all extended campuses to the best of our ability," Regent,
Bill Adams said. "We must go where
potential students are."
Faculty Regent Jay Morgan brought
, forth his arguments.
"I do think Paducah is a viable market,"
Morgan said. "But maybe there's another
option out there."

Call of Fame
Howdo you Qet a
car to·go? With a
little plastic Wrap.

OPINION, 5A

Jessica Wallace, sophomore from
Madisonville, Ky., said she agrees with
Morgan's sentiment.
"I think they should spend the money
improving and renovating the campus
that's already here," Wallace said.
"They'd need more teachers to supply the
(Paducah) campus with. It is a more
active town. It would bring more jobs to
Paducah."
Regent Jeff Taylor said the University
should. strike while the iron is hot.
"We need to be productive in (these)
communities," Taylor said. "We have flat
lined our growth. We have the opportunity now. We should make this University
the regional university it's supposed to
be. It's time to step up."
Several board members said building a
new campus in Paducah was not a good
idea because of the nation's poor ceo-

Student wins 2nd·
gold medal

nomic state and because it might detract
from Murray State's main campus.
.staff report
"I think it's good to expand, but with
Paducah being so close and already drawOne gold medal just:
ing in so many students, it would take
wasn't enough for ·
away from this campus," Betsy Banks, '
Emily Hoskins, gradu·
freshman from Frankfort, Ky., said.
ate student from MasUniversity President Randy Dunn said
coutah, Ill.
the University will take immediate action
Hoskins, along with
before the offer expires Jan. 9.
the rest of the U.S.
Said Dunn: "The next step will be to
women's wheelchair
"--'-'-'-'-'---"'
star t working on all of our state approvals
team,·
basketball
Emily
now that the board is exercising the
defeated Germany qn
Hoskins
option, but we'll have to take everything
Monday, 50-38, in the
that we've compiled, as far as our portfo- graduate student Paralympic Games in
from Mascoutah, Bejing, China.
lio for purchase, and start running that
IlL
through the various approvals in FrankHoskins won her first .
fort for us to acquire land. Then we'll get
gold medal during the
started on that right away."
2004 Paralympics in Athens.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
See the full story in next week's edition
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
of The News.
•

Students argue
both sides of
legalizinQ marijua·
na.
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Study says ·students exhibit sensible drinking habits
. Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
Wild, drunken college parties
may be a thing of the past.
According to a recent study
the 97.7 percent of college students surveyed reported practicing responsible drinking
habits that do not lead to the
types of alcohol-induced adventure so commonly thought of
when imagining a college party.
The National College Health
Association's spring 2008
National College Health Assessment results reported the
majority of students either
alternated non-alcoholic and
alcoholic beverages, set a limit
for the number of drinks they
consumed, designated a sober
driver, ate before or during
drinking, had a friend help monitor the number of drinks consumed, paced drinks to one or
less per hour, avoided drinking
games, drank a beverage that
only appears to be alcoholic or
didn't drink at all the last time
they partied.
Judy Lyle, nurse and health
educator at Health Services,
said 4,000 students randomly
selected by the Registrar's
office were sent the survey. She
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"I'm all for having a good time, but in the long run is one
night of drinking and drinking and drinking worth the consequences that can occur to your personal health or to
the health of a friend?"
-Judy Lyle
nurse and health educator at Health Services
said 771 students responded,
providing a fair representation
of the entire student body at
Murray State and across the
country.
"Our numbers are not dissimilar for what you see across the
nation," Lyle said.
Lyle said the results may surprise some because of the
stereotypes that go with drink·
ing and college students, but
she said the majority of college
students get that reputation
from a few small groups that do
drink too much.
"It gives a really wrong
impression that more people
are doing certain behaviors
than actually are," Lyle said.
"It's the same thing with tobacco use. You see groups of people outside Faculty Hall and it
looks huge, it looks like everybody's smoking and that's true
for a lot of different behaviors."
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Lyle said she wants students
to consider the consequences of
drinking before they take part
in it.
"I'm all for having a good
time, but in the long run is one
night of drinking and drinking
and drinking worth the consequences that can occur to your
personal health or to the health
of a friend," Lyle said.
Lyle is the chair of the Alco·
hoi Coalition on campus and
she said it is working on a program called Essential Host
Training.
"This is a program that we're
going to offer to students who
host parties where there's alcohol involved to educate them
about what their liabilities are
and also so that they can provide a safe atmosphere, not only
for themselves, but for their
guests," Lyle said.
Lyle said the pilot group of

students gave the feedback they
National College Health
will usc to tweak the program
before introducing the hourAssessment summary of
long session to the general stualcohol, tobacco or druQ use·
dent body, which she intends to
have once a semester.
Murray State
Nicki Ray, sophomore from
O'Fallon, lll., attended the Tuesday night pilot session. She said • 44.3 wcent of students used
after seeing the program she alcohol one to nine times In the
thinks it will go over well with past month.
students at Murray State.
Ray said teaming about the • 69.7 percent of students keep
risks of hosting a party where track of how many drlnlls they're
alcohol was present was the
consumirMJ.
biggest surprise.
"It kind of shows the second
you have a party you're respon- • 73.5 percent of students hM not
sible for all those lives that are used marijuana In the pat month.
there," Ray said.
Ray said she thinks Murray • 2.4 percent of students chve
State students already practice after having more thin five drinks
responsible drinking, and she in the last month.
said those students who participate in the program will help • 882 percent of students used I
lift the bad reputation surrounding college student drink- deslonatad driver In the past year
after partytno.
ing habits.
"I feel like anytime alcohol is
brought up people tend to think • 30.3 percent of students Slid
the worst," Ray said. "I do feel drtnklno akohol resulted In some
like we're more responsible activity they later rtQrttted.
than most people believe."
A shley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
InfOrmation cOfJ~y of H~alth Services
murraystare.edu.
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elections begin: vote online;
Wednesday at 9 a.m.
•S p.m. MSU Hockey
Night; Nick's: ends at 11:55 p.m.
•5 p.m. WEEP's cakewalk; Quad;
ends at 7 p.m., $2 entry fee
•'1 p.-. JCALA pizza and
night: Curris Center Stables;
at 9 p.m.
•'l p.a "No Witness:" Mock
Trial: Wrather Auditorium: ends
at 8 p.m.

room: tickets $40; 809-2234 for
more information
•1:30 p.-. Cinema International:
"Taxi to the Dark Side;" Curtis
Center Theater, Cree

p.m.~~=

p.m.

Police Beat
Sept.ll
7:32 a.m. A caller from the
Blackburn Science Building
found a spent 45 caliber shell
in the parking lot by the build·
ing. An officer n.>covercd the item.
10:37 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reported
items missing from their room.
An officer took a report for 2nd
degree burglary.
ll:41 p.m. A caller from
Franklin College requested
Emergency Medical Services
to check on a resident who was
hit in the head while playing
softball. The subject refused
transport. An officer took a report.

.....

•5 p.m. SGA meeting; ClUris Center

jeqt; (b1ad: ends at 4 p.m.

•12:30 p.m.

Sept.l3

12:10 a.m. Murray State Police
at the Faculty Hall parking lot
issued a citation to Beth Ann
Groves, junior from Evansville.
Ind., for disregarding a stop
sign and failure to signal.
12:40 a.m. Murray State Police
at Alexander Hall issued a
citation to Edward Mays,
sophomore from Lexington,
Ky~ for not wearing a seatbelt.
1:10 a.m. Murray State Police at
4:58 p.m. A caller from Eliza- .
beth College reported the east Faculty Hall issued a citation
to Melanie Nichter, sophoelevator doors would not open.
more from Louisville, Ky., for
The caller was able to get off
disregarding a stop sign and
the elevator. Central Plant was
failure to signal.
notified.
'
6:13
p.m. A female student at
11:13 p.m. Murray State Police
at Payne Street issued a cita- the wellness center fell in the
tion to Benjamin Clark, fresh- pool area and knocked out sev-

Sept.l2

Now Playing
Cinema International

Barkley ltoom, open to public
•5 p.m. Dinner at the Newman House;
Newman Center, Cree
•6 p.m. German ~offee table; Hart College Thoro\lghbrewed Cafe
•6 p.m. ·welcome to the Party":
Alexander Hall Auditorium; ftJm and
panel discussion: ends at 1 p.m.
•8 p.m. Murray State Alliance me~
Curris Center Obio Rooan

man from Gilbertsville, Ky., for
disregarding a stop sign.
ll:4S p.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Miller streets
issued a citation to Kelli
Williamson, junior from Paducah, Ky., for not wearing a scatbelt and having expired registration.

·5 p.a Take Back

a.m.

Banqu~t; C\l.l'rl$

All~rtiveness

Group; Ordway Hall room 30S: ends
1:40 p.m., free and open to public
•5 p.m. ManMement and Ma.rkl'!tln4!'1
CJ.Ub:meetins; SW.iness Building

40S
•7:90 p.m. Squire .Babcock novel
log;, Price Doyle fine Arts
Clara M. ~,gallery, open to public

eral teeth. Emergency Medical
Services transported the student to the emergency room.
An officer took a report.
11:13 p.m. Murray State Police
at University Drive issued a
citation to Christopher Judie,
freshman from Louisville, Ky.,
for reckless driving and not
having an operator's licence.

Sept.l4
1:31 a.m. Murray State Police at
Speedway issued a citation to
Stephanie Burton, freshman
from Seymour, Ind., for not
wearing a seatbelt.
3:22 LID. Murray State Police at
16th and Miller streets arrested
Jeremy Wynn, senior from
Paris, Tenn., for driving under
the influence of alcohol.
8:40 p.m. Murray State Police
at Fast Track issued a citation
to Dillon Thweatt, sophomore
from Marion, Ky .. for not wear·
ing a seatbeJt.
9:03 p.m. Murray State Police
at Waldrop and Valentine
streets issued a citation to
Hillary Pate, junior from

RENT STARTING
AT$325/MQ
SfM£ST£R CONTRACTs
START AT 375/MO.

NEW COLLABORATIVE LEARNING CENTER
WITH WIRELESS

"'The Namesake" <India, USA):
Sept. 25-27
"Paprilal" (Japan):
Oct. 9·11
"Here" (Canada):
Oct. 16-18
Movies begin at 7:30p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Cadiz, Ky., for a passenger not
wearing a scatbelt.
9:22 p.m. Murray State Police
at University Drive issued a cita·
tion
to Matthew Crouch,
senior from Boaz. Ky., for
speeding.
9'.33 p.m. Murrar State Police
at Waldrop Street issued a citation to Jonathan Baskin, junior
from Memphis, Tenn.. for not
wearing a seatbclt.

Sept. IS
9-Sl p.m. A caller from the foot

bridge reported someone
throwing water balloons off
the bridge. No balloons were
found in the area.
10'.20 p.m. Murray State Police
at North 16th Street issued a
citation to 7..ackcry Martin. junior
from Bardwell, Ky., for speed·
ing and not having insurance.
10:46 p.m. Murray State Police
at Speedway issued a citation
to James Hesch, sophomore
from Newport, Ky., for not
wearing n seatbclt.

Sept.l6
9:48p.m. Murray Stall.' Police

the Night: steps of
Lovett Auditorium;
followed by can·
dlelight march to
Ordway Hall lobby
for the Clothesline
Project ceremony.

Coming Up

•Sept 26: Women's Volleyball vs. Eastern
Kentucky; 7 p.m.; Racer Arena
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
flU out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

September 13
2:34 a.m. A caller from Old Clarlc College reported a car wrapped in plastic wrap parked between Old Clark
College and EliZabeth College. The
owner of the vehicle was notified.
There was no damage to the vehicle.
at Elizabeth College issued a
citation to Desmond Etheridge.
sophomore from Paris. Tenn.,
for not wearing a scatbelt.
10:03 p.m. Murray State Police
at Five Points issued a citation
to Benton Feister, nonstudent
from Forksville, l)a., for not
wearing a seatbelt.
10'.37 p.m. Murray State Police
at Main Street arrested Jeremy
Todd, nonstudent from Mur·
ray, for driving under the influ·
ence, possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia and speeding.

Sept.l7

2:20 a.m.
Murray State
Police at Bradley Book Company issued a courtesy warning for failure to dim lights.
The driver was having cmo-

tiona! problems and was given
number for counseling. An
officer took a report.
7:53a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported graffiti on the
wall of the 400 block. Facilities
Management was notified. An
officer took a report for criminal mischief.
9'.32 p.m. A caller at 16th Street
reported hitting a dog with
their vehicle. The call was
transferred to the Murray
Police Department.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 5
Arrests- 3

Mia Walters compil£'s Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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Candidates shift focus on economy, low-income voters
for a majority stake in the company.
The turnabout came a day after
McCain opposed additional government
relief and praised the govt>rnment's
decision not to rescue Lehman Brothers
after it intervened to help investment
bank Bear Stearns and mortgage giants
Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac.
His Democratic rival addressed the
AIG takeover in Elko, saying the govern·
ment acted "to prevent an even larger
crisis." Arguing that the U.S. housing
market was "in a shambles," Obama said
it was important now for the Federal
Reserve to ensure that families with
AIG insurance are protected.
"It must not bail out the shareholders
or the management of AIG that were
making big profits when times were
good," Ob:1ma said.
Obama, in his own change of tactics,
spoke directly to voters in a new commercial aired Wednesday on national
cable and in some battleground states.
"In the past few weeks. Wall Street's
been rocked as banks closed and markets tumbled. But for many of you - the
people I've met in town halls, backyards
and diners across America - our troubled economy isn't news," Obama said

Associated Press
With economic anxiety rising, Republican senator John McCain and Democrat senator Barack Obama scrambled
Wednesday to adjust their messages to
connect more directly with financially
struggling voters.
Both McCain and Obama advocated
cracking dow'n on freewhee ling Wall
Street practices and for tough new regulations on financia l institutions.
Obama ridiculed McCain's calls for
more regulation as an eleventh hour
conversion for one who has long cham:.
pioned deregulation.
Too many in Washington and on Wall
Street "weren't minding the store. They
sat on their hands until it was too late,"
Obama told a rally in Elko, Nev. He challenged McCain's vow to take on the "old
boy's network. ... He hnsn1t taken them
on for the last 26 years."
The increased emphasis on the faltering economy came on a day when stocks
resumed their downward plunge following Tuesday night 's government
takeover of American International
Group Inc., with an $85 billion two-year
loan from the Federal Reserve in return

in the ad, taped Tuesday in a living
room-like setting.
"Paychecks art• flat and home values
are falling. It's hard to pay for gas and
groceries and if you put it on a credit
card, they've probably raised your
rates," he said.
McCain campaigned in Michigan. one
of the states hardest hit by eight straight
months of rising unemployment.
At the General Motors Orion assembly plant, he told workers: "We are
going to fight the special interests and
corruption in Washington. We are going
to fight the greed and irresponsibility on
Wall Street."
Some expect the weak economy
would create benefits for the Democratic party, since many voters, often, punish and blame the party. in the White
House, for the country's poor economic
times.
McCain's Republican party has controlled power for the past eight years.
But an Associated Press· Yahoo News
poll conducted last week suggests
McCain and Obama now are trusted
equally on the economy, with 34 percent
of voters saying each would do a better
job.

A~~oci.tk-d Pw~s

Barack Obama addresses a crowd durinQ his presidential tour.

thenews.org
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone : 809-5873

Our view

The high price of parking
What are the motives behind thousands of parking tickets: regulation or revenue?
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Murray State Tuition: $2,874
Parking Tag : $55
Parking Ticket : $10-$40
Getting to class on time: Priceless
Everyone who owns a car and has to be on
campus has been there, whether you are faculty, students or staff. You're tooling around
in your car in your color-coded parking lot,
scoping out open parking spots, but alas,
you've arrived too late. Every single spot has
already been snatched up.
Decision-making time: Are you going to be
late and park in the Siberia parking lot on the
other side of campus, or get "creative" with
your parking and risk a ticket.
Choice No. 2 will keep your professors

happy, but not your pocketbook, because
parking anywhere that isn't clearly marked
with 20 parking signs designating your tag
color will result in a nice little parking ticket
on your windshield.
Last year, Public Safety took in $276,471 in
revenues from parking tickets alone, accord·
ing to the University Financial Records System. This money goes directly back into the
Parking Department budget to pay salaries,
benefits and parking lot maintenance.
Understandably, there has to be some sort
punishment for violating parking rules.
The Murray State News questions if this is
the most effective and fiscally fair way to regulate parking. Could we have a three-strikesand-you're-out system? ·
You get a few warning tickets, then the

flnes start coming. Repeat offenders will still
bring in plenty of revenue, don't worry.
Futhermore, whatever happened to those
brand new parking lots next to Faculty Hall
and behind the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center?
Well those are blue zones, of course. Why
would we ever make a parking lot next to a
classroom building for students? They're
young, they can walk.
True, walking and biking are excellent ways
to save gas and the environment, but walking
from Paducah might take a while.
Come on, really guys, share the wealth.
Those lots are rarely - if ever - full.
According to an August 2008 Facilities
Management Parking Survey, there are 3,182
faculty and staff (blue) zoned parking spots
on campus, while there are only 2,315 com-

muter (red) zoned spots. These flgures reflect
shared parking as well as single zone lots.
More than 3,000 spots is a somewhat high
number considering last fall the total number
of faculty and staff was only 1,730, according
to the 2007-2008 Factbook. It's one thing to
reserve priority spots for faculty and staff, but
to reserve 867 more blue spots on the academic side of campus is not adequately servicing commuters. Take into account the ratio of
faculty and staff to commuter students and
clearly that number is not proportional.
The News encourages the University to
continue to find ways to fairly address this
problem. The News realizes Murray State
parking could be worse, as compared to other
larger universities, but it also contends it
could be much better.

what do you think•••

a:oo ""'

has parking on campus gotten better with new lots?
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"No, I think parking on campus has
remained the same. The new parking has
only allowed teachers more space, but still
students have the same red parking spots."
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Sarah Clark • Paducah. Ky.
junior
"No, I think it has gotten better for
faculty because that is what all the new
lots are. None of themare ever filled."

l auren Daniel • Millstadt, Ill.
junior
No. I have to park all the way on the
oth.er sid~ of campus.
All the lots are completely full
by 9:30 a.m."
Justin Ford • Calvert City, Ky.
junior
Kri~ten

Your voice

Letters

Regent defends vote against million-dollar Paducah addition

Marilyn
Buchanon
Marilyn Buchanon
is a University
Regent from Grand
Rivers, Ky.

Last week, as a Murray State Regent, I was
called upon to vote on w hether Murray State
would spend $1 million for 23 acres in Paducah. I
voted against it.
I did not vote against it because of a disagreement between Paducah and Murray. 1 am from
neither place. I certainly support service to Paducah as I support service to every other city and
county in our 18 county service area.
I did not vote against it because I feared another university would rush in and get all Paducah's
students. I do not fear that.
That argument, suggested by some of those
who supported the purchase, is a "red herring,"
and simply not true.
The Council on Postsecondary Education says
that if we are offering a program on the Murray
campus, no other Kentucky public university is
permitted by law to duplicate it and offer it in
our service area. Some argued that out-of-state
universities would come into Kentucky and offer
courses if we did not.
For an out-of-state public school to come into
Paducah and offer courses would be utterly
ridiculous. Why would an lllinois school spend
it's taxpayers' money on Kentucky's students?
Kentucky would surely welcome that.
I did vote against the land purchase because, in
my opinion, it is an ill-advised expenditure of
University money, and in these difficult financial
times, only by wise and conservative management can Murray State remain financially sound.
This is not the time to buy "Cadillac" items.
First, Murray State currently has a perfectly
good facility in Paducah, known as the Crisp
Center, for teaching adult students who are
unable to drive the 40 miles to the main campus.
There are 160 students from McCracken County
who take classes there now. The present build-

the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
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ing, which sits on eight acres, is a $3.5 million
facility, and we are still paying for it. The building has 75,000 square feet under the roof that
remains unfmished.
If we want to add classroom space in Paducah,
this unfinished a"rea can be quickly equipped
with classrooms, heating and air. The cost of
building additional classrooms at the Crisp Center would be a mere pittance compared to the $1
million we will pay for the property known as
"Barkley Woods." It will be an even smaller pittance compared to the construction of a building
(or more buildings) that have been estimated to
cost more than $20 miJlion.
Secondly, there is no money at Murray State
nor in state government for any new construction. Those who voted for this land purchase said
we should take the million from what is essentially reserve money.
This reserve money has been carefully set
aside over the years for emergencies and difficult times. If we are going to use this emergency
money to buy land or for construction, there are
numerous projects planned tha~ have priority
over the Paducah land purchase.
In addition, we have some serious problems at
Murray State including many excellent staff
leaving or retiring early, no faculty cost-of-living
raises, no staff cost-of-living raises and we are
imposing the highest tuition and room and board
on our students in the history of the University.
All of this is occurring when we need more
students and we need to keep our valued faculty
and staff. There are those who say we should buy
property adjoining the Interstate for visibility.
All I can say is that $43.478.26 an acre for property presently zoned "low density residential'' is
a mighty expensive billboard - especially when
University funds are so very scarce.
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Reader thinks same-sex marriage article
needed more facts
Dear Editor,
The article in last week's newspaper concerning
same-sex marriage left me deeply confused. Of all things
that could've been said in support of the cause, all I
could get out of it was some analogy about pizza. Since
no one in the editing room jumped out of the closet to
put up a better figh t against the somewhat more
thought-out opposition, I'll share my own personal
views. I'm not an expert or even much of an activist, but
I am in a same-sex relation ship and someday I want my
partner and I to h a'l/e as many rights and privileges as a
straight married couple.
The constitut ion implies that we are all equ al citizens
but many feel the gay community is inferior to heterosexuals. There is a fi ne line between religiou s
morals/valu es and the Constitution. W eddings began as
religious ceremonies to declare commitment between
two people, but somehow along the line, they began
receiving tax breaks, joint-ownership, ability to make
medical decisions and more. Atheists and Scientologists
are getting married every day, as is their r ight as American citizens, but is anyone protesting their COIDplitment?
We should be replacing the term "marriage" with civil
unions or domestic partnerships. Civil u nions for homosexuals are fantastic if you live in one of the eleven
states that gran t or recognize full spou sal rights, but
many don't. Few grant a limited number of partnership
rights, but the vast majority of the nation does not legalize same-sex unions in any form. Our culture is constantly changing- can we keep up? Whatever happens,
I'll be planning a huge commitment ceremony, legal or
otherwise.

- Mari Minton, junior, Hodgenville, Ky.

From the front
(from top left) Matt Griffin mugshot by Rick Burres/ The News; Mr. MSU photo by Brittney Meredith/The
News. video camera graphic by Misty Hays/ The News. (sidebar from top) Call of fame graphic by Kris·
ten Mtller/The News; marijuana leaf graphic courtesy of zalul.worldpress.com; Hot Plate photo by Caitlin
Dunnagan/ The News: weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News; weather Information courtesy
wealher.com
The Murray State ~ws strim to be I~ Uruversrty community'ssource lor information. Our qoaiiS to present l.llal lniOf•
mation In a tau and Ullbia~ed manner and provide a lree and open forum lor e1pression and dtttate.
The Murray State News Is a des1qMted pubhc forum Student ed1tors have authonty to make all content !lf<islons Without
censorshiP or aavance approval. The paper offers a hands·on learn1nq enVIronment for students Interested in journalism The
campus press should be lrPe from censorship and advance approval of copy and rts editors should develop their editonal and
OP101

policies..

The Wurrav Slate 'lews is prtpared and edsted by students and Is an official publication of Murray SL!te UniverSJty. Thf
first copy Is tree. Additional copies are available IOf Z5 cents at mWilSon lUll
'
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Should marijuana be legalized?

__...,OCU ~

No

Yes
Smoking should
not be regulated
by lawmakers
Why is marijuana illegal?
Once upon a time, there were
several "facts" that made it seem
obvious why it should be, but
many of those "facts" are simply
myths, and ridiculous ones at
that.
Myth 1: Marijuana can cause
dangerous, psychotic behavior.
Perhaps the most ridiculous of
the myths; it is possibly the main
reason for its prohibition. Marijuana was demonized and portrayed as a dangerous substance
that would make you lose your
mind. l n fact, marijuana has
some medicinal benefits and is
less harmful than most of the
side effects caused by prescription drugs.
Myth 2: "The War on Drugs"
has been incredibly successful
in putting away those terrible
marijuana users.
Really? If you see successful
as spending billions in tax dollars to incarcerate 37 million
non-violent drug offenders, then
sure. But, Jeffrey Miron, professor of economics at Harvard,
says the legalization of marijuana would generate a tax revenue
of $6.2 billion annually if taxed
similar to alcohol and tobacco.
We would also save $7.7 billion
in government expenditure.
Some drug offenders serve
more time than child molesters,
and it costs between $20,000
and $30,000 per person per year
to keep them in prison. I believe
our tax dollars and our Jaw
enforcement would serve better
purposes elsewhere and considering the state of our economy,
that tax revenue might be a
much-needed boost.
Myth 3: If legalized, there
would be an increase in marijuana use, especially among youth.
Use of most substances,
including alcohol, is more
prevalent among teenagers and
20-somethings. These are the
people that are prone to experimentation, legal or not.
Getting in trouble for underage use of legalized marijuana
would be much less detrimental
to teenagers' futures than sticking them with a misdemeanor or
felony offense for the rest of
their life.
advertising would
Also,
undoubtedly be restricted just
as it is for cigar~ttes and alcohol,
so no marketing for kids.

Crystal
Akers

sophomore
from
Paris, Tenn.

Marijuana can
lead to larger
drug problems

.r(J~

No Joe Camel, no Mary Jane.
In the Netherlands, the sale of
marijuana is tolerated. The
number of users did increase
after more shops started selling
it, but according to a recent
World Health Organization survey, after that increase, Americans continue to use more marijuana than the Dutch.
Myth 4: Increase in use would
mean m ore health problems.
Marijuana smoke does contain
carcinogens like cigareues, but
it tends to be used much less to
achieve the desired result. The
National Institute of Health's
statistics show that 400,000
people die a year in cigarettesmoking related deaths. Yet, it
also shows that there is no
record of any marijuana related
death in known history. These
are some of the facts, and they
are why I support the legalization of marijuana.
fm not even a user, but I think
people should educate themselves on the facts of this, o r any
issue, before drawing conclusions based on hearsay. In my
opinion, the pros outweigh the
cons in this case.

We have all heard the arguments: God made marijuana,
man made alcohol - who are
you going to trust? Who has
ever heard of anyone overdosing on marijuana? It doesn't have any adverse affects
on society.
I would argue that these
statements are sheer ignorance, in its purest form.
Overall the legalization of
marijuana (for public use) is
something that should not be
entertained. Mari juana is a
d rug. It is a s ubstance that
alters the inhibitions of an
individual on a level different
than alcohol.
With these statements, t he
next thoughts logically would
be alcohol has a much worse
affect o n individuals than
marijuana does, and there are
more deaths caused by drinking and d riving than there are
from toking and driving. I
would not be inclined to disagr ee.
However, the
adverse
affects on the overall general
public are going to be the

The Candidate's Y1ews
McCain: has neither co·sponsored nor voted on any legislation specifically addressing
medical marijuana. He was asked if he would end the federal raids on medical marijua·
na patients. Sen. McCain said, "I will let states decide that issue."

Obama: voted against the Coburn amendment. which. if enacted. could put medical
marijuana patients and care-givers at even greater risk than they already face aod
could be used by opponents to attempt to shut down state medical marijuana programs
across the country. "I don't think that should be a top priority of us. raiding people who
are using medical marijuana," Obama said. ''With all the things we've got to worry
about ... that probably shouldn't be a high priority."
Source: http://granitesr~ten.com

Michael
Mc:Laurine
senior
from
Louisville, Ky.

same if not worse.
So the question remains:
why is mari juana bad for society, outside of medicinal use?
For medicinal use marijuana
bas been proven to be a n
affective tool. For can cer
patients
and
glaucoma
patients, it has stimulating
effects on the body. But, just
like another substance, there
are proper and improper uses
for s aid items.
Marijuana is a hallucinogen,
whereas alcohol just inhibits
an individual from acting
coherently. Marijuana has the
same affect, but at times you
will see th ings that are not
present (i.e. the defm ition of
a hallucinogen).
Also, as the saying goes,
mari juana is the gateway
drug. W ith marijuana being
the gateway drug, it bas the
potential to have a downward
spiral affect on humanity. lf
this drug were legalized, how
muc h longer w ill it be before
people begin to say we s hould
legalize ecstasy, opium or
even cocaine? If we look at
the logical progression , that
would send out society into
mass hysteria.
This logic is defmitely fallible and ostentatious pontification at best; but so would
any argument for the legalization of marijuana. Somewhere
along the line of our history,
law m akers m ade the decision
that marijua na was a substance that needed to be illegal, and that its effects would
have an adverse effect on
society.
Over all people are going to
do what they want, legal or
no t.
W hether they make t he
decision to drink, smoke or
get high , it is a personal
choice and there is no amount
of evidence that could conv ince som eone other wise
without a personal experience.
Whichever side you stand
on w ith this issue, I would
implore you to do your
research before making any
predisposed judgments, about
whether you would like to
have marijuana legalized o r
not.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Hailey
Kercheval

Kristen
Miller

Staff
writer

Photographer

David
Borum
Staff
writer

you going to vote? If so, how: absentee or at the polls?
"I'll probably have an absentee
ballot, because I can't
afford the gas to drive
home and vote."

"Yeah, I plan to vote.
I re-registered here in Murray
so I could do it at the polls."

"Of course I'm going to vote.
Who doesn't vote?
I'm voting at the polls in Murray."

Not all Americans
believe in Jesus
"Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the
free
exercise
thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the
Alaina
right of the people
peaceably to assemZanin
ble, and to petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances."
The First Amendment - that's some
powerful stuff. Not only does it allow me
to write outlandish things in my column
every week, it gives every American freedoms that many citizens of other countries do not enjoy.
Many men and women have died to
protect these rights.
Yet, as I watch the 2008 camp<~ign season wind down, I see them slipping away.
I am somewhat appalled by some of the
latest political rhetoric, which flies in the
face of our country's most important values.
Separation of church and state may not
be explicitly stated in the constitution, but
it is definitely an idea that has been clearly established by our founding fathers and
through 200 years of court case precedents.
The fact that Sarah Palin said she thinks
she is sending her son to Iraq because the
war "is a task from God" bas me more
than a little concerned about her mental
health as well, as her ability to be a competent leader.
Really Sarah, did you have a sit-down
heart-to-bean with the big guy up stairs
and he told you, "Don't worry, It's all part
of my plan"?
Are you sure you aren't confusing God
with President Bush? Because I'm pretty
sure he said the same thing five years ago.
What credentials do you have to have
exactly to be a politician? Arc you
required to have a world history class?
Because, I'm sorry many of them need a
refresher course.
Wars fought in the name of God are
never a good idea. Remember the Crusades? The Rcconquista? Jihad? What
about World War II, the Holocaust, for
Christ's sake (excuse the pun), present
day Israel?
All rationality goes out the window
when you bring religion into governing
decisions.
Let's face it, religious doctrine isn't really based in facts, science or logic. It's more
about faith, belief and tradition.
That is fine. But can we please leave
religion out of politics?
I would much rather have an educated,
level-headed atheist running the country
with logic and fact, over an evangelical
who makes decisions based on faith or a
gut feeling. I am so sick of politicians
claiming they have a divine right to rule
and are blessed by God. People elected
President Bush (well kind oO. Not God.
People choose to go to war. Not God.
People choose to use propaganda to
convince the public the Iraq war was a
good idea. Not God.
People kill other people. I think we forget that war means death. That's all it can
mean. People killing people.
If there is a God, I don't think he would
like to take responsibility for all the
hatred, pain, disease, death and destruction that humans inflict on each other
every day.
It's called choice.
I can choose to try to find solutions to
the problems of the world, or I can choose
to bury my head in the sand and "pray that
God has a plan."
So, no, Sarah Palin. I will not join you in
praying for God to stay the course.
I will not pray that God has a plan for
me. I w ill not pray for our soldiers to
come home.
I will act. I will vote, and I will not vote
for you. I w ill vote for change.
Change means action. Action is going to
make America safer. Action will bring our
troops home safely, not in coffins. Action
will protect our right to freedom of rcli• gion, speech and the press.
I'll vote for every unnecessary life that
was lost, and vote so it doesn't have to
happen anymore.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions shoUld be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Health becomes focus for .year
C layton Vertrees
Staff writer
To promote .healthy lifestyles for
Murray State student~ departments
and organizations within the University hope to draw inspiration
from a book dealing with alcoholism, drug ;1ddiction and violent
physical relationships.
Through Silas House's "Clay's
Quilt," Bonnie Higginson, associate
provost for Academic Programs,
said students participating in the
Freshman Reading Experience will
learn characteristics of healthy relationships. oftentimes through a
process of sharp contrast.
"Clay's Quilt" is a wonderful
book, but if you read it you would
probably wonder how it could possibly deal with healthy lifestyles
because characters in the book
abuse drugs and alcohol, and there
are some personal relationships dis-

cussed in the book that 'are fairly
violent," Higginson said. "So, the
book oftentimes shows examples of
unhealthy lifestyles. But there can
be discussions coming from that."
Higginson said students will
learn about healthy living through
representatives from departments
including Health Services, the college of Health Sciences and Human
Services, the Women's Center, the
.Counseling and Testing Center and
the Physiology department.
"Last spring, we started talking
about this· characteristic and what
are some of the ways we can
emphasize healthy living this year
and a smaller group met in the summer to begin identifying specific
programs and services around campus," Higginson said. "Now we are
developing a media blitz to try to
~l·t information out in posters and
campus media, so that all the students and faculty can be aware that

this is being emphasized and there
is a lot going on related to the
topic."
Emily Wuchner, student assistant
to Don Robertson, vice president
for Student Affairs, said many of
the programs designed to promote
healthy lifestyles among Murray
State students come from ideas
taken from ideas and are applied to
various University services.
"What we've done is taken 'Clay's
Quilt,' looked at all the different
possibilities within it to help promote or publicize healthy lifestyles,
and are trying to pinpoint places on
campus that could serve as branches to promote healthy lifestyles,"
she said. "Then we take those
places, get in touch with them. seeing if they have any events planned
that would coincide with the
healthy lifestyle characteristic, and
then let students know what is
available."

Activities scheduled to promote
the year's char acteristic include
health screenings available only to
faculty and staff, a student health
fair, the Oct. 18 Heart Walk and
Crazy in Love, sponsored by the
Women's Center, scheduled for
Oct. 27-31.
While many teachers plan to discuss healthy lifestyles in introduc·
tory level English classes, Wuchner
said she wants students to experience opportunities and to take
knowledge from the classroom to
the campus.
''We also have so many resources
on this campus and I think a lot of
times students don't know where to
go or what the resources are,"
Wuchner said. "In that way. this
year's characteristic will also hopefully inform students how to utilize
the services available to them."
. Clayton Vertrees can be reached
at dayton vertrces@murraystate.cdu.

University raises record donations
Ashley Edward s
Editor-in-Chief
Rudget cuts may have
increased
tuition. but
thanks to a record donation
year, Murray State may
now create more scholar·
ships and enhnnce academic, athletic and other University programs.
The past fiscal year
ended with a record $85
million in gifts to Murray
State. Ne;lfly 8,000 alumni
and University friends
made donations, helping
the Murray State Foundation's assets exceed $75 million.
"None of this could happen without the generosity
of our alumni and friends of
the University and obviously it makes a statement that
these individuals believe in
what the University is
doin~. "Hob Jackson. associ-

ate vice president of Institutional
Advancement,
said. "They have a great
affinity for Murray State
University:·
Jackson said there were a
number of large gifts given
in the past fiscal year for
scholarship endowments
and support for the School
of Agriculture, the college
of science, engineering and
technology, athletics. acad~mic departments, WKMS
and various other student
resourCl'S from alumni and
faculty alike.
Donations are acquired
through three main methods: a year-round Rae·
erthon and direct mail program, an alumni contribution program where directors of developml•nt for
various programs ask alumni to make large donations
and the Planned Giving
Program, where Murray

State alumni award money
to the University in their will.
"Most of our alumni and
friends we've talked to.
they really love this place,"
Jackson said. ''Their memories are very, very good of
their years here on this
campus and they want to
help continue that, whether
it's endowing scholarship
funds for other students or
enhancing a particular
department or college."
Jackson said last year the
University focused on a
faculty and staff giving
' campaign. He said 30 percent participated. The College of Humanities and
Fine Arts had a participation rate of more than 55
percent.
"Faculty and staff donat·
ed more than $146,000 to
support their departments,
their programs and sCholarship funds," Jackson said.

Jackson said many of the
benefactors b iggest con·
cern is the well-being of the
students, and making donations is a way for them to
help.
"There are generous
benefactors out there who
are
helping
establish
endowments for scholarships to help offset the cost
of going to a University,"
Jackson said. "Much of the
money that we have raised
{rom the last many years
goes toward scholarship
endowments and I don't
think there's a more important place to put funds than
into scholarships.
Helping students who
need help getting a great
education at a great University and our alumni are
constantly talking about
wanting to give back ... students have the same oppor·
tunity they bad."

1

Characteristic 18
of the Murray State
Graduate:

Understand the
importance of the
behaviors necessary to
maintain a healthy
Ofestyle.

I
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Across campus
1

Dunn recruits abroad

Sept. 18, University President Randy
Deputy to the President
Dunn and wife Ronda, traveled to Turkey
Josh Jacobs said with Mur·
for a week-long University recruitment
ray State's main legs of rev- trip. From Turkey, the two will travel to
enue coming from state
Regensburg University in Germany for
appropriation,
tuition. additional international recruitment.
donations and grants or
contracts, extra funding in 1
one of those areas is always
Banquet held for scholars
beneficial.
Murray State University's department
"Anytime one of those
of History will host the seventh annual
legs gets longer ... it allevi- ' Hammack Scholarship banquet at 7 p.m.
ates some of the pressure's
Saturday, in the Curris Center Ballroom,
from the other areas,"
to raise funds for the Dr. James W. HamJacobs said.
mack Jr. Scholarship. The scholarship is
Jacobs said these donaawarded each year to a graduate student
tions help with the overall
of history. This year's laureate is David T.
health of the University.
Downs of Paducah, Ky.
"Anytime we get a gift
like this it really goes
towards servicing Murray Babcock in reading series
State in the future," Jacobs
Murray State University's department
of English and philosophy continues its
said. "Our endowment
growth can only be good
annual reading series at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 25,
for the foundation of the
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery in the Price
University."
Doyle Fine Arts Building. This year's
Ashley Edwards can be series features Squire Babcock. author
reached at~ and associate English professor. and his
murraystate.edu.
I debut novel, "The King of Gaheena."
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Though the paper is great, none of
The Murray State News video content will be
published in these pages.
Turns out, that's not possible.
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Sports Rehab

. Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
Logan's Deportment of Sports & Rehoblhlotion Is des!Qnea to assist students J1 fhe
management of ~ries & asslst In fhe treatment of potlents ln a clinical setting.

Master's Degree in Sport$ Science i ~&habilitation
a

• Unique Dual-Degree M.S./D.C. lndtptndent Graduate Degi'H Formats
• Develop Skills in the Assessment, Trealmtnt, Conditioning
Injury Manogemtnt of Athletes
• WOfk wtth Professional, Cohglatt High School
Spotts Teams
• learn from Explfts in Sports Medicine
• Treat patients in the state-of·the-ci1810FREEZE®
Sports Rehab Center
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If you aren't going here,
you aren't seeing campus-relate9 videos.

If you ae looking for a career in healthcare offering
tremendous personal satisfaction. professional success and
on ncome commensurate with your professional position.
contact Logon University todayl
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Chesterfield (St. Louis area), Missouri

www.Logan.edu
•

800·533-9210
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Across the Nation
Students promote ch ange . Hurricane
Ike
AshleeCobb

Contributing writer

To promote service in solidarity,
Murray State is hosting the program, Be
the Change.
Students and faculty hope to initiate
change by planting trees and shrubbery,
in an attempt to make the campus more
appealing. The program starts outdoors
at 5 p.m., Oct. 2 on the northwest corner
of 16th and Main streets.
Be the Change is an annual program
used to inspire and promote civic commitment though volunteering and community service. It partners with the
South Asian Americans Leading
Together, a national organization dedicated to promoting South Asian participation within their local community.
Through the program, individuals commit one day to beautify the community.
Be the Change is inspired by
renowned peace activist Mahatma
Gandhi and his famous quote, "Be the
change you wish to see in the world."
Ashok Babu Kolla, a graduate student
from Punjagutta, lndia and Indian Stu-

dent Association President, said. He
said he took this quote to heart and
firmly promotes this program.
"Gandhi has influenced people all
over the world, not just in India," Kolla
said. "He has brought a lot of changes.
Gandhi has inspired me to bring about
changes within my own behavior and
me personally throughout the year."
Wayne Harper, grounds and building
services director, is working alongside
students like Kolla to make the program
Be the Change a successful and inspiring event.
"We .are in the process of working
through the details, but we hope to
make this (beautifying Murray) a longterm plan," Harper said.
Harper and Kolla hope this event will
inspire students and faculty to come
together for the good of the community.
"I want everyone to come out and be
a part of this and work alongside [the
Indian Student Association]," Kolla said.
For more information about Be the
Change, visit saalt.org.
Ashlce Cobb can be reached at
ashlee.cobb@murraystate.edu.
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Associated Press

Photo courtesy of Asho~ B;1bu Kolla

Ashok Babu Kolla, graduate student from India,
stands outside of Woods Hall.

Program endorses healthy habits
Megan Locke
Contributing writer
The new Peer Education
program, sponsored by the
University's Coalition for
Alcohol Risk Education,
strives to promote healthy
behaviors on campus.
The Peer Educators program started after health educator and staff nurse Judy
Lyle for Health Services
received a grant from
Anheuser-Busch to develop a
social norms program on
campus.
The educators will help
enforce healthy social norms
by informing their peers not
all college students drink
excessively, eat poorly and
make risky sexual choices.
Peer educators will not only
tell other students about
healthy choices, but they are
expected to model this behavior in their own lives on and
off-campus.
"Often we perceive people
are behaving worse'than they
actually are," Lyle said.
For example, an on-campus

"It looks good on a resume and it's
a great skill builder.u
-Judy Lyle
nurse and health educator for Health Services
survey last year revealed 71
percent of Murray State students have zero to four drinks
when they party, while 79.8
percent of Murray State students have zero to one sexual
partner.
"A greater number of students believe more students
are having more than four
drinks when they party," Lyle
said. "What we're wanting to
do is narrow that __gap. What
we would like to do is take a
group of students that exemplify healthy behavior and
healthy choices and let them
lead programming for other
students."
Joetta Kelly, manager of the
wellness center, said peer

Devastates Texas as
death toll increases

educators• main responsibility is to spread the message of
a healthy lifestyle through
presentations on campus.
The group hopes to speak to a
variety of different groups.
from classes to fraternities
and sororities.
"Peers are more effective
than if (adults) tell them,''
Kelly said. "We want people
that are making good choices.
It blows the whole thing out
of the water if we have people
saying one thing and doing
another."
Lyle said all students interested should apply to t he program by the end of September.
ln order to participate, stu-

dents must complete an
application and an interview.
Once the core group of
peer educators is formed. a
12-hour group training session held Oct. 24-25. The
training provides a chance for
students to become national~
ly certified peer educators by
taking a test. Lyle said the
training would involve some
team building and leadership
activities.
"It looks great on a resume,
and it's a great skill builder,"
Lyle said.
Lyle said the program are
similar to the defunct Health
Education Advocate Team
sponsored by the Women's
Center. HEAT focused more
on the topics of rape and
abuse, while the Peer Educators program focuses on making healthy decisions in all
aspects of life.
"It's doing something for
the community," Lyle said. ''If
we don't support one another,
we won't be successful."
Megan Locke can be
reached at megan.locke@
murraystate.edu.

Residents trying to get
back to this hurricane-rav- ·
aged city Wednesday spent
hours fuming in gridlocked
traffic, only to get turned
away at the bridge by officials worried the crippled
island cannot accommodate
that many people.
Traffic backed up for 20
miles along Interstate 45, the
one route onto Galveston
Island, with residents jockeying for position with utility
workers, repair crews and
police trying to begin repairs
to the city wrecked by Hurricane Ike one week ago.
The city announced Tuesday people could briefly
return under a new "look and
leave" plan. causing evacuees
all over the state to pack up
and head for the coast.
Ike's death toll in the U.S.
hit 50 Wednesday and
appeared to level off in
Texas, where search teams
pulled out of Galveston having searched the entire island
for survivors.
The task force checked on
almost 6,000 people and performed more than 3,500 rescues since Friday. Seventeen
people died in the state.
In Houston, most of the
nation's fourth- largest city
was still without power and
people were still lining up at
dozens of distribution centers for basic needs.
In his second stop in the
state since Ike, Homeland
Security Secretary Michael
Chertoff said food and water
distribution
was
going
smoothly.
"I'm happy to see that
things are moving there,"
said Chertoff who also
reviewed operations at
FEMA's primary distribution

center. "We will continue to
make sure the flow to the
(centers) works uninterrupted."
Galveston City Manager
Steve LeBlanc said police and
county officials were working on opening more emergency lanes for first responders.
The University of Texas
Medical Branch Hospital
cannot take patients for a
month or more. Seriously
injured people are being
flown to Houston or elsewhere for treatment.
Galveston County Medical
Examiner Stephen Pustilnik
confirmed the first death in
nearby Brazoria County and
provided details on the five
Galveston deaths:
One
drowned in a car, one was
found in a hotel room, two
dialysis patients died when
the power went out and their
machines failed, and a cancer
patient on a breathing
machine also died in the
power outage.
Others remained missing
despite welfare checks from
beach patrols and Red Cross
workers.
In
those
instances,
searchers checked the last
place where the person was
seen, then gave their names
to local emergency managers
for follow up, task fo rce
team leader, Chick Jones
said.
At times, information conflicted, with one neighbor
saying a person had stayed
for the storm and another
saying they had evacuated
before it hit.
A zoo lion that spent the
storm in the sanctuary of a
Baptist church in Crystal
Beach was moved inland
Wednesday, zoo owner
Michael Ray Kujawa said.
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Stu
University uses proactive strategy to form committe for assisting students, preventing incidents .
Bailey Kercheval
Staff writer
When the Murray State community heard the news of the
events of the Virgina Tech shootings April, 16 2007, many were
afraid. Others wondered, "How could this happen?"
In light of recent incidents of violence on college campuses
across the nation, Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson initiated the Students in Crisis Committee for Murray State
last fall.
The idea of this committee like this is not ii:lnovative to our
campus, Robertson said. After the shooting on Virginia Tech's
campus in April of 2007 many campuses nationwide formed
awareness groups for students with behavioral or psychological
issues as a preemptive measure againit such acts of violence, be

.

~~

"The (Students in Crisis) committee was something we'd
thought of before," Robertson said. "After the incident at Virginia Tech so much information was coming out on preventative
actions and what could be done to prevent these horrible things
from happening.
This committee is a proactive strategy our campus is implementing against such occurrences.''
Robertson said there are already some faculty members or stu-

GAS -BUSTE
SCOOTERS
200 Poplar St.

270-836-7398

dents who have contacted Student Affairs asking where to go if
they have concerns about a particular student's behavior.
"If there is a definite, observable behavior that indicates a student is a danger to self or to others, they can report to me and I
will call the committee together," he said.
The committee consists of representatives from the PsychoLogical Center, the Counseling and Testing Center, Health Services, Academic Affairs. the Provost Office, Public Safety, and
the Judicial Affairs office.
Having someone from each of these departments allows for
various perspectives and opinions and makes the committee
"stronger because of the different ways of looking at matters,"
Robertson said.
The commit.tee is not limited to a set number of members or
departments, however. Robertson said depending on the see~
nario, they may bring in someone else if the individual's behavior is related to a particular area.
"We could even bring the concerned person to the table for a
first-person account," he said.
Determining the appropriate course of action is not as easy as
some may think. Robertson said.
"We don't want to profile individuals because of their outward
appearance," he said. "Just because someone acts a little different doesn't mean they're dangerous. This is what makes our job

difficult; there must be some observable behavior that just feel~
dangerous for us to refer the student to the appropriat«!!j
resources for help."
!•1
Though Robertson said Murray State is a safe campus, there is
an increasing number of students with mental health issues for a
variety of reasons, namely stress and issues at home, he said. ~
"There are a lot of pressures on students today," Robertso
said. "Competition to do well in school is higher, and the jo
market is more competitive out of college.
I
"There are a lot of folks who just want someone to talk to. Stu· I
dents in Crisis committee has met a few times since it was
formed .... Ideally it will never have to meet because trouble~
students will turn to the resources that will assist them best.
"Worst-case-scenario is that something happens on campus
and we never had the chance to address .it or it was not brought ;1
to our attention. Always we would wonder if we could have prevented it.''
"It's just one more way of sharing information for showing.,
that we're providing kind of a level of assistance and support for
students when they would get into particular criticalrimes in
their lives," University President Randy Dunn said. "It's not one
replacing another, it's all of these things working together to give
us increased avenues to help students.''
Hailey Kercheval can be rexhcd at hailcy.kerchel'3/@murraysr.Jteedw
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Elaine Kight!The News

Senior tiQht end Zach Knight dives to catch Illinois State's wide receiver Warren Mccarty duriOQ the Sept 13 match-up. The Racers fell 42-23 In atouoh battle aoainst the cardinals.

•
Tim MacAllister
4ssistant Sports Editor
. The Murray State Racer football
am lost two of the things that realTy matter last Saturday: the gamt! and
its head coach.
The Racers were defeated by the
visiting Illinois State Cardinals and
former Racer coach Denver Johnson.
, The second loss for the Racers
was that of Head Coach Matt Griffin.
Griffin was suspended for one game
after comments made in the postgame press conference. Griffin's
comments on the officiating after the
game prompted the Ohio Valley
Conference board to suspend Griffm
ror Saturday's game against Western
&:entucky University.
The Racers were already at a disadvantage coming into last Satur-

day's game with their starting quarterbacks, sophomores Jeff Ehrhardt
and Nico Yantko, sidelined as well as
receiver junior Derrick Townsell.
Sophomore quarterback Chris
Franklin got Saturday's start with
sophomore receiver Marcus Harris
taking a few repetitions due to the
depleted quarterback depth chart.
The battered and bruised offense
could not seem to get things going
early in game with the Cardinals. Ulinois State jumped on top in the first
quarter with a three-yard touchdown run by Fisher Parrish.
The Cardinals struck again in the
second quarter when Tom Nelson
took a 82-yard punt to make the lead
14-0.
It took the Racers until mid-way
through the second quarter to get on
the board when Cullen hit a career-

long 41-yard field goal. The Racer
defense put the f1rst touchdown on
the board in the second quarter.
Linebacker Tamer Butler forced
Illinois State quarterback Kevin
Brockway to fumble in' the endzone
where Jamal Crook recovered it for a
touchdown. The Racers trailed at the
halfl4-10.
Thf Cardinals took the kick-off at
the top of the second half and never
looked back.
A 13-play scoring drive took more
than five minutes off the clock. This
time, running back Geno Blow
scored from a yard out.
The teams traded three and outs
during the third quarter. The Cardinals stuck once again in the fourth
on a Fisher 11-yard carry. which
made the score 28-10.
The Racers took the ensuing pos-

•

OIS
session to score their first offensive
touchdown of the game when Chris
Franklin hooked up with Daniel Ard
for a 19-yard pitch and catch .
After a missed extra point from
the Racers. it only took four plays for
the Cardin~ls to score their fourth
rushing touchdown of the game.
Geno Blow scored his second touchdown of the game from 18 yards
away. The Racers did respond on the
next drive. Franklin hit Harris in the
endzone for 17 yards and six points
on the scoreboard. Harris had lO
catches for 95 yards and the touchdown to lead all receivers.
The Cardinals put the final score
on the scoreboard with just 55 seconds remaining when third running
back Walter Mendenhall sprinted
into the endzone from 10 yards out.
The Cardinals ended the game

with 259 yards rushing and five
touchdowns. The Racers were led by
Franklin, who went 16 for 26, had 145
yards passing and two touchdowns.
The leader for the Racer defense
was senior linebacker Nathan
Williams. Williams came into the
game leading the Football Championship Series with 26 total tackles.
After the final hom of Saturday
nights game, Williams had a careerhigh 23 tackles, which puts his total
count at 49 tackles in three games.
The Racers take the field this week
against Western Kentucky without
Griffm, and again without starters
Jeff Ehrhardt, Nico Yantko and Dcr·
rick Townsel. Gametime is scheduled for 6 p.m.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystatc.
edu.

Yolleyball drops first OVC
Inatch to conference rival
Kyle Rogers

.

Staff writer

The Racer volleyball team fell to a
13-7 record Tuesday with a 3-lloss to
the University of Tennessee at Martin. It was the team's first Ohlo Valley Conference match of the season.
, The Racers dropped the first two
sets 25-27 and 15-25.
Murray State then took a set from
the Skyhawks by a score of 25-20.
UT Martin finished it off with a 22-25
1
match-clinchlng set.
, "We did not play well tonight and
UT Mar tin played very well," Head
Coach David Schwepker said. "We
are going to have to pick up our
arne a lot to win conference matches this season."
Sophomore Becca Lamb who
recorded a season-high 10 kills along
~ith ~our blocks, led the Racers
defens1vely.

Freshman Logan Su added 11 kills.
Defensively. senior Alison Mugler
and freshman Kayleah Sauer led the
way with 14 digs apiece.
"It was really nice to be able to
help out my team as much as I
could," Lamb said. "F.ithcr way
though, we lost and it doesn't matter
how many kills anyone gets if we
aren't winning games. What matters
most to me is that we play well and
beat the teams we are supposed to
beat."
Both squads came out ready to
play in the first set, neither getting a
lead more than three points.
The set was tied at 24 when the
Racers were outscored 3-1. The sec·
ond set was plagued with Racer
errors allowing the Skyhawks to take
an early lead and win by 10.
The Racers bad to come from
behind in the third set. Mugler's two
straight aces gave Murray State the

momentum it needed to take a set
from UT-Martin. The last set was
ended by a 7-0 run by the Skyhawks
to finish out the match.
The Racers wiU hlt the court Tuesday when they travel to Charleston,
Ill., and take on the Eastern lllinois
Panthers at 7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois is 3-7 on the season. including going winless at the
Ole Miss Mongolia Classic, dropping
three matches to Mississippi, Southern Methodist and Georgia Tech.
The Panthers did not win a single
set during the tournament. Eastern
minois has yet to play a conference
match. The Racers went 2-0 against
Eastern Illinois last season.
Murray State does not have a
home match until Sept. 26 when they
host Eastern Kentucky University at
Racer Arena.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.

Rick Burres/1/Je Nf'~.\
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Sophomore outside hitter Ashley Nennlnoer approaches for an attack. The Racers : ::
dropped their conference opener Tuesday aQalnst the University of Tennessee-Martin.:::
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Saturday ~ Tennis travels to University
provides f T
Cl
.
last hooray o
ennessee
asstc
opener
Racers kic• P'-

1 find it disheartening the average sports
~
fan on campus can't answer simple trivia
• about Racer athJetics.
• Ask the same sports fan to name every
. coach that Kentucky basketball has had,
and he or she can probably tell you.
•
News flash to you
sports fans: the Raeers have a rivalry
game this Saturday.
__ _
That's right, West·
em Kentucky Uni·
versity has a rivalry
Will Pinkston
with Murray State.
Staff writer
A long rivalry. •
Along with the
The Murray State women's ten·
Racers, the Hilltop·
Rogers
nis team travels to Chattanooga,
Staff writer
T enn., th'tS wee kend toP Iay 1ts
· seapers were founding
members of the Ohio Valley Conference ' son opener at the University of
~d started playing against each other in
Tennessee's Chattanooga Fall Clas1931. Since then, Western Kentucky has left
sic.
the OVC and strived to take its football
The UT Chattanooga Fall Classic,
program to the next level.
also known as the Steve Baras Fall
Western Kentucky is currently in its
Collegiate Tennis Classic, is ccle• second year of "transition" from l-AA to J- brating its 25-year anniversary this
. -"!· Excuse me, before the NCAA police fall, marking it as one of the longest
call. I should say from the Football Chamrunning tennis tournaments in Tenpionship Subdivision to the Football Bowl
nessee.
Subdivision.
The competition begins Friday
. ,W hile it transitions, it is technically and runs through Sunday. The
independent, but will join the Sun Belt Baras Fall Classic raises money for
Conference next season.
the Steve Baras Memorial Endow·
, • This move has not only cost the univer- ment Fund, which provides finan·
.sity a lot of money to update facilities cial aid for athletes on the men and
: (including an "athletic fee" for all students women's tennis teams who wish to
· tO pay towards the stadium upgrades), seek an education in the School of
boost recruiting and put butts in the seats, Business at UT Chattanooga.
During the past 24 years of the
-put it is also costing the Hilltoppers two
• historical rivalries.
tournament, the Baras endowment
'•. Western Kentucky closed out one of fund has given out 30 financial aid
•those rivalries the week before last when it offers' to tennis players at UTC to
1-.oat
Eastern Kentucky in the "Battle of the help
ro
Thfurther
R.a their·neducation. · h
. Bl~egrass."
e
cers WI compete m t e
.
h M
s /W
three-day long fall classic with 23
• • • •Wh 11e t e
urray tate estern Ken~ucky rivalry doesn't have a cool name, it other regional and collegiate teams
. ~es have a traveling trophy.
in Hixson, Tenn., a small suburb of
The ''Red Belt" is an actual belt, nailed to
Chattanooga.
. ~ P.iece of wood. The Hilltoppers curt"ently
"One of the reasons we like to
. ~o~d it in Bowling Green.
participate in the UTC Tournament
, ; .The school, whose mascots are a red
is because we will have an opportu·
.towel and a red version of Ronald MeDon· nity to see and possibly play a lot of
, ~4·s friend, has an advantage against Mur- teams in our conference," women's
. ~ay State on the football field. The Hillhead coach Connie Keasling said.

0

tf season at

anmversary
tournament

!oppers are 35·24-7 against the Racers.
. • . The last game between the two schools
~as played in the 2002 FCS playoffs. West~m Kentucky won 59-20.
•Western Kentucky isn't in front of Murray State in category. The Racers and
'Toppers have a tied record of 16-16-4 in
Murray and the Racer men's basketball
team has a 31·29 record against Western
,Kentucky in the friendly confines of Calloway County.
.; ,According to U.S. News and World
)~eport, Murray State ranks 322 in public
universities. Western Kentucky comes in
.a~ 476. It also costs $1,434 more to go to
. s~hool on a hill in Bowling Green.
It's hard to compare the two athletic
departments and their success. Western
Kentucky (whose Web site admits it's
located in South Central Kentucky) was
founded in 1906 along with Eastern Kentucky as a teachers college.
Murray State was formed with Morebead State as a normal school in 1922.
When Murray State was upgraded to a
. teachers college and allowed to hand out
• (our-year degrees, Western Kentucky was
giving out masters degrees and absorbing
• every other college in Bowling Green to
expand.
,- .M urray State has an endowment of$14.8
. tllillion. Western Kentucky's is $102 million. Compared to .E astern, Western Kentu.ky is beads and shoulders above. Compared to Morehead, Murray State is doing
quite well.
, Unfortunately, history and money mean
nothing when two schools meet each other
in athletic competition (i.e. Murray State's
recent football game against Indiana).
The truth is, Western Kentucky is stl'ivjng to become the third biggest athletic
pmgram in .s tate and has left Murray State,
. Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State
behind in the OVC.
The current athletic department has
made great strides to "clean up" the
department, to make sure that our athletes
are clean, respectable, smart and good
• individuals. So far it has worked. Unfortunately it rarely yields dominant results
that Racer athletic history is famous for.
· This rivalry will likely come to an end
• this season with Western moving on the
; bigger and better things. Which begs the
: queStion, should we?
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogcrs@murraystate.edu.

?
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"It is a great college tennis environment.''
According to Keasling, the Baras
Fall Classic. like othel' late summer
and fall tennis competitions, is
played much like an open tourna-

College
football
pick jem

mcnt where brackets arc formed for
individual singles und doubles
matches, as opposed to team
l'VCnts.
"Hy doing this, your players have
an opportunity to play four singles

Tim MacAllister
Alison Mugler
Assistant Sports Editor
Sports Editor
Last week: 7·5
Last week: 5-7
Season record: 21-15 Season record: 25-11

#9 Alabama at Arkansas
Miami (Fla.) @Texas A&M
Arizona @UCLA
#4 Florida @ Tennessee
Boise St. @ #17 Oregon
#18 Wake Forrest at #24 Florida St.'
Vanderbilt @Ole Miss
#6 LSU @ #10 Auburn
#3 Georgia @Arizona St.
Central Florida @Boston College
Notre Dame @ Michigan State
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emor nne ennmy.on rna es a shot ur ng practice this fall. Pennington finished
last season with an n-18 mark in singles play, while winning 4-5 seven of her eight
matches at No.2 singles
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Ricky Martin
Sports writer
last week: 9·3
Season record: 27-9

and fo ur doubles matches in three
days. and it only counts as a single
playing date. as opposed to three
playing dates if yo\1 were playing
team :tgainst team," Keasling said .
Keasling said she expects the
team to do well at the fall classic
this Wl'ekend since the athletes
spent so much time during the sum·
mer practicing and preparing for
this upcoming season.
"Everyone went home and really
made a summer commitment to
train: they came back ready to
play," said Keasling. "This first
tournament should be a reward for
all of the time they put in over the
summer."
Junior Lyndsay Ottosen said she
trained harder this summer than
she has in the past.
"After falling short at the OVC
tournament last year, I am deter·
mined to improve as n player all
around," Ottosen said. "We have a
really good chance of winning this
year. The team is very strong all the
way through our lineup, and we all
stick together through our ups and
downs. We have a very. very ~ood
chance and I know we can do it."
With the entire team returning
from last season. plus the addition
of frt:shman Cassidy Cunitz, frcsh man from Waterworld, Mich., the
,.,·omen's tennis team started practieing Aug. 25. focusing mainly on
their weaknesses with their singles
game.
"We did really well in doubles
play last year, going 19·3 lit the No.
I seed and 14-4 with the No.3 seed,"
Keasling said. " I felt that we really
needed to develop our singles play
ror thl's season."
I'
Keasling said she considers her·
self a lucky coach with every ath·
lete on the team committed to
working hard and helping each
other on their road to winning an
OVC Championship in women's
tennis.
Will Pinkstt>n t' <ln be rcJiched at
williampinksttm@murrayscate.cdu.

Kyle Rogers
Sports writer
last week: 6-6
Season record: 26·10

Devon '"AK'" Bethune
Ad designer
last Week: 10-2
Season record: 28·8
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Each week, The News will pick some of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration in Hot Shots, contact Alison Mugler at alison.muglertmurraystate.edu.
Senior linebacker
Nathan Williams
was named the
National FCS Defen·
sive Player of the
Week by The Sports
Network. Williams
put up 23 tackles in
the Racer's game
against
Illinois
State. topping the
statistics for tack·
les in ali of college
. football. He was
also named the
Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive
Player of the Week.
El,,in•• ll:ight/7 ht• New.

• ; Junior Renata Figueira was named the Co-Offensive
• Player of the Week in Ohio Valley Conference Soc' cer. Figueira scored two goals at Sunday's game
against Louisiana-Monroe.

Men, women take 3rd
at Mizzou Challenge

..

Ricky Martin
Staff writer
The Murray State mens
and womens cross coun·
try teams performed well
at the Mizzou Cross
Country Challenge held in
Columbia, Mo.. Sept 12
and 13, with both teams
placing third.
With both the Univcrsity of Kansas and the University of Missouri pre·
sant, the Racers faced
some nf the fiercest competition they will take nn
all season.
The Racers third-place
finish was a very strong
showing considering it
came at the expense of
those two teams.
"We ran against two
tough teams that arc in
our orca and we finished
third behind those teams,"
Coach Chris England said.
The top runners for the
Racers were freshmen.
Jordan Nikolaisen ran a
timl~ of 28:35.06 in the 8k
race and Karissa Magnuson run a time of 20:00.36
in the women's Sk.
The next four Murray
State runners, senior
Andrew Beckman, junior
Theron Chalepah, senior

jack Findley and junior
Andrew Smithson rounded out the top five for the
men's team, all finishing
within two minutes of
each other. The men finished with a total time of
2:29:48.47.
On the wonwn's side
junior Taylor Crawford,
sophomore Ascnath NaA·
man, senior Alaina Zanin
and sophomore Katelyn
Jones finished roughly
within 30 seconds of each
other ro round out the top
five for the Murray State
women. The top six
women for Murray State
finished Inside the top 20.
The course was very
difficult to run becau~e of
the inclement weather
England said.
··The course was wet,"
England said . "It was slick
and muddy in spots, and it
was very hilly. The runncr's times were slow but
that was no indication of
their conditioning.
Running through the
hills and mud only makes
the running stronger, our
runners have a 'tough'
mentality a nd they per·
form well under adverse
conditions."
Findley said the team

-:.---·.--~,
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freshman Jordan Nikolaisen and senior Jack Findley train during a practice in the fall.

t

Soccer splits 1-1 at weekend invitational

'I Elizabeth Johnson

''·
I
I

Staff writer

I

'

gained knowledge from
this past race they hope to
apply to future races.
"We are becoming more
prepared for the OVC on I
Nov. 1," Findley said.
"This race was a good
lt!arning experience for
the guys. We aren't where
we want to be yet, that's a
good thing because we are
on the up-slope."
England said his team
will start backing off of a
lot of the heavy workouts
starting next week to pre·
pare for two of its big
meets. the Saluki Invita·
tiona! in Carbondale, Ill.,
Sept. 27, and the Greater
Louisville Classic Oct. 4.
The Racers will run
against a few OVC rivals 1
in the next two meets
including Southeast Mis·
souri State University and
Eastern lllinois University.
The runners share in ,
the excitement of the
team's chances this year.
"I like where the team is
right now," Findley said.
"I think we are going to
turn some heads in the
OVC, I think we are going
to surprise some folks."
Ricky Martin can be
rcachc.-d at richard.martin@
murraystatc.edu.

The Murray State's women's soc·
cer team went l-1 last weekend at
- the Belmont Invitational. losing to
Western Kentuck}' University, 4-0,
and beating the University of
Louisiana-Monroe, 3-0.
On lhe field, the teams' perfor·
mances were similar, but the score·
board told a different story as Murray State edged the toppers 13-ll on
attempted shots. Western Kentuck·
. r 's goalie tallied two more saves
than Racer sophomore goalie, Tara
Isabell.
With five shots on goal. senior
Rebekah Clay led Murray State's
offense , followed by fellow seniors
Me lissa Curry nnd Kcllyn Robison
' and freshman defensi\'e player

Vcronika Pribyslavska, each adding
one shot on goal to the game's
record.
Murray State gave up many
opportunities to get on the board in
both halves, as Western Kentucky
began firing quickly. After playing
7:08 into the game, Topper Amanda
Buechel scored, followed by teammate, Megan Meinke, who with 8:51
on the clock, kicked in a quick pass
from the top of the box.
"Western's two goals early in the
game knocked us back," Head
Coach Beth Acreman said. "We
started to play better later in the
game. Unfortunately, as soccer
goes, you only win when you score
goals, something that we didn't do."
Western Kentucky added two
more points with Kellie Walker and
Lindsey Goad scoring within 10

minutes of each other in the middle
of the second halC ·
"The goals they finished were
good shots," Isabell said. "The only
thing I could've done differently at
the goal was to be more mentally
prepared. I have- to be aggressive at
the goal, organize my defenders and
win the balls I kn\•W I can win."
The Racers had a better showin..:
against Louistana-Monroe on Sunday, a.~ the 3-0 score favored them
for their second shutout of the season. At the end of the first-half, with
43:46 on the clock, Murray State
junior Renata Figueira put the first
goal on the board. Freshman Jcnmt
l'ioranelli got the assist. Stt•pping
back on the field after halftime,
Clay put in a shot from the left cor·
ner of the box, assisted by freshman
Sophia Harb>reavcs.

Let's face it, most college students -can
not afford to pay the outrageous cost of
leasing private hunting land or booking a
week-long hunt at a
lodge on private
land.
Unless you
are lucky enough to
have access to private land, the only
practical alternative
is hunting with the
masses on public
Steve ' ,
land.
Miller
This can be chal~ Outdoor columnist
lenging
because
•
deer living on public land, especially tro·
phy bucks, are some of the wariest animals in the woods. They seem to di9appear at the earliest indication of hunting
pressure.
To bag a trophy buck on public land; a
hunter will have to separate themselves
from the crowds. This means longer hikes
and putting in longer hours. The possible
reward is a trip to the taxidermist with a
trophy deer that others were too lazy 'or
too ignorant to reap.
'
Hunting public land throws the curveball of human behavior. It's not enough'to
have excellent woodmanship and know
the deer and their habits. You must also
have a sense of your competition by
knowing the patterns of other hunters.
You can even usc hunting pressure to
your advantage.
•
First, keep in mind that the areas with
the heaviest deer sign will get hit tne
hardest. Imagine you are in your stand,
eagerly anticipating safe shooting ligtlt,
when all of a sudden a beam from a flashlight is dancing through the woods, leaves
are crunching and there is another hunter
setting up within eyesight of you. It will
only take one episode like this to n'iake
you look for isolated areas to hunt.
Also, these days' people are unwilling
to hunt an area that is not a short walk
away from their parked truck. This is why
when hunting public land you should
always condition yourself to hunt a'rias
that lack easy access and require · the
hunter to exert some energy to get tJi rc.
These are the key areas that mature
bucks will use during the most pressured
parts of the season. In most cases. you wlll
have these sanctuaries all to yourself
because the lazy hunter is barred ft~m
entering.
I have hunted public land quite a bit
over the years. Once you break through
that initial barrier of highly populated
'•
areas, it is just you and the deer.
In fact. a tactic I have used in the past is
to setup along the escape routes the
will use once the high numbers of hunters
invade their territory. This involves getting to the woods early, going deepcr·and
waiting for the other hunters to push the
deer toward you.
'
Good spots for this technique will
ture thick and nasty cover that the deer
will feel safe in. Also, it will be a good distance from the disturbance being made in
the "community" areas.
Another trick is to go during weekdays.
This is self-explanatory. Hunter pressure
is almost always lighter during the week
than on weekends. If you have to go on a
weekend, avoid peak hunting times. Hunt
after the early morning crowds have given
up for the day.
Another thing to keep in mind is scent
control and concealment. The deer on
public land arc on high alert and if tliey
smell you, it will probably be the last time
you see them.
.. •
Some of the wiser deer will move
through the woods as if it were a mine·
field. They may look in the trees, surveying their surrounding before each step.
Like any kind of bunting, success on
public land will have its ups-and-downs. If
you are dedicated. use the hunting pressure to your advantage and aren't afraid of
doing something different, then it may be
you who gains fame by bagging a monster
deer on public land.
'

dear

fea-

•
"Sunday's game showed great
improvement in our team's atti· •
tude," Clay said. "Players stepped
up and started playing with heart.
something we've been lacking, and
it rubbed off on the entire team."
'
Figueira added another point for
Murray State at 87:02, assisted by
freshmen Rachel Wright and Hargreaves.
"Again, we had a lot of chances to
score early in the first half but didn't,"
Acreman said. "Once we got the
first goal the momentum started
going our way. It was good to sec us
add two more points to the board.
The womtm's soccer team will
play Marshall at 3 p.m. today at
•.
Cutchin Field.
Elizabeth johnson can be reached
at elizabctha.johnson
Steve Miller can be reached •at
@murraystatc.cdu.
steven.miller@murraystate.cdu.
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He's got
it all:

National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
Informadon and photos courtesy of
the Assodated Press
Compiled by David Borum
WUllams releases biography
Grand Central
Publishing
will
, release a biography
on tennis phenomenom,
Serena
. · Williams.
. Williams is currently the No. 1.ranked
women's
, tennis player.
The 26-year-old
superstar has won .............. e"'"r'--'e - .....:
08
nine Grand Slam
titles and, with her
Wtlliams
sister Venus, won a
gold medal in Beijing's women's doubles
match.
The memoir, which was purchased by
at least $1.3 million people, will include
. Williams' rise to No. 1 despite seemingly
· impossible obstacles such as injuries and
• , fierce competition between her older sis-

s...

~grace
~skill
~wit
~talent
~charm
Sorority holds 28th annual male pageant
Photo<. hy BriHncy MPH'<lith/Tht·

New~

AndrewGrassman, senior from louisville. Ky., wins the title Mr. MSU. This year's pageant theme was inspired by the Broadway play
'Halrspray.'

• ,r~er.

FUm society recognizes Hanks
, . • On April 27 The Film Society of Lincoln Center will honor two-time Academy Award winner Tom Hanks for a barsetting career.
· The 36th annual gala focuses on the
career of one entertainer each year.
"There are so few actors who have
been able to make the struggle o{ drama
of being a good man compelling," Kent
Jones, the society's associate director of :
• • programming, said.
! . Hanks, 52, won best-actor Oscars for
• his historical performances in "Pbiladelphia" and "Forrest Gump."
Last year's occasion was dedicated to
, - Meryl Streep.
.

KatyLogan
Contributing writer

Friday marked the first day of family weekend with the 28th annual
Mr. MSU Pageant, held in Lovett
Auditorium.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority hosts
the Mr. MSU pageant each fall to
rai!;C money for the Arthritis Foundation and the American Juvenile
Arthritis Association - AOPi's philanthropic projects. This year the
. Pink Floyd founder dies at 65
sorority raised $86,000.
: Pink Floyd keyboardist Richard Wright
"The pageant is very beneficial,"
, · ,died from cancer Monday in his home in
Mr. MSU winner Andrew Grassman,
, · .Britain, band spokesman Doug Wright
senior from Louisville, Ky., said. "l
said.
mean, anything like that is good
, ·, Wright's family was reluctant to prosince it helps raise money; Even if
• ,vide more information. ' '"' • • • •w 1-r•thcy otdy ·give $50. dial's ~ rhey
Wright met Roger Waters and Nick · • didn't have before."
Mason in college in the early sixties and
Having a "Hairspray" theme and
they formed a band called Sigma 6.
16 competitors was entertaining for
.. , • ln 1965, with the addition of late Syd
the audience.
Barrett, the entourage formed cultural
"I thought the pageant was really
revolutionaries, Pink Floyd.
upbeat and lively," Megan Prather,
Wrigh t wrote many of their songs and
freshman from Mayfield. Ky .. said.
played piano and keyboard while Wright
"The guys did a really good job of
and Barret are remembered as Pink Floykeeping the crowd entertained and
•d's "dominant musical force."
awake."
,..
The pageant started off with an
,•Brad Pitt supports homosexuality
introduction frolh AOPi's President,
: ·, Actor Brad Pitt ("Fight Club," "Ocean's
Ali Nance, senior from Mayfield,
Eleven") donated $100,000 to counter
Ky., and the Philanthropic Chair and
·. California's "November ballot initiative,"
Mr. MSU director, Robyn Ryan,
which would overturn a state Supreme
senior from Mu rray.
·.· Court opinion that permits• same-sex
Karen McCuistion, employed in
marriages.
the center for school .safety in the
California, one of two states allowing
college of Education, and Ron Beatsame-sex marriages, is facing a strong
on, senior from Kennett, Mo., hosted
wave of anti-homosexuality protests.
while alumna Kcnnette Jones, alum"Because discri.minlltion has no place
nus Phillip DuVentre and Carmen
in America, my vote will be for equality
Garland, special assistant to the vice
and against Proposition 8," Pitt said
president for Student Affairs, judged
Wednesday.
the contest.
Pitt and partner Angelina Jolie recently
Following the introductions were
announced they also donated $2 million
the formal wear and talent portions
advocating an end to HIVI AIDS and
of the competition.
Tuberculosis in Ethiopia.
During the formal wear competi-

tion nominees were escorted on
stage one at a time by AOPi seniors.
Audience members laughed and
cheered as the show transitioned
into the talent portion.
The competitors showed off their
various skills by singing, dancing or
performing in skits or physical talents. Many audience members said
this portion of the show was their
favorite.
"I thought the talent portion of the
show was really funny nnd awesome
to watch," Courtney Terry, sophomt)re from Melber, Ky., said. "Every
single one of the guys was either
really talented or extremely hilari·
ous and just funny to sec on stage."
Although Mr. MSU served os
entertainment to students, parl!llt!iand community members. its main
purpose was to raist• money fur
arthritis research. Reed Clapp,
senior from Fancy Farm, Ky., and
first runner-up, said it accomplished
that goal.
"Mr. MSU is a great event for raising money for a charitable organization," Clapp said. "It's a highly anticipated event on campus, so the
response to give is generally good.
"It's a fun way to get to know new
people and I would definitely do it
again considering I was in the
pageant my sophomore year as well,
and l wanted to place. so I definitely
uccomplishcd my goal to be successful."
Although Grassman said he
enjoyed participating in the pageant,
he doesn't plan to compete in it
again.
"My first time 1 did the pageant, I
won third runner-up," Grassman
said. "1 wouldn't want to w in it
twice in a row and take away someone else's chance.•·
Katy l.ugan can be reached at
kathryn.logan@murraystate.edu.

Mitch Hultman, senior fromPaducah, Ky., won Mr. Conqenlallty and crowd appeal
•
In the Mr. MSUpaoeant.

R. KeUy dismisses allegadons
Forty-year-old hip-hop artist R. Kelly,
in his first interview since his acquittal of
~child pornography charges, said he does
'not "like anything illegal."
: Because actions speak louder than
words, Kelly said he has put considerable
effort to "take a bit of the edge orr· his
next album, as his past albums notorious·ly portrayed a sexually-charged vibe.
: Six years ago, a video was released of a
man, allegedly Kelly, having sex with a
girl as young as 13.
' Kelly denied it was him in the tape.
The girl never testified.
The June acquittal has put multi-platinum Kelly back in entertainment buzz.

BoUywood father and son arrested
Ryan O'Neal ("Bones." "Desperate
,. ·'Housewives.") and son Redmund O'Neal
: -were arrested Wednesday when Red• _ round's proba~ion-mandated routine
check uncovered potential metharnphet: • ~ines in their Malibu home.
Redmund pleaded guilty in June to
~
drug possession charges, and is serving a
:
three-year p robation.
The arrests are the latest of a plethora
of legal issues in the O'Neal family. After
being charged with felony possession of
narcotics, both men were released after
.. posting $10,000 bail.

.•••..
•
..

.. .

WEEP launches first charity cakewalk event Monday
Bee Feldhaus
Contributing writer
Music is playing, tensions arc
piqued and with homemade baked
goods on the line, no one is messing
around.
Instead of hosting a ro~k band
tournament. a 5K run or a dance off,
the Women's Education Empowerment Project chose a cakewalk, similar to those seen at traditional
church picnics, for its fundraising
event.
The cakewalk is from 5 to 7 p.m.
Monday in the ~tad.
Tamsyn GarDl'r, junior from
• Poplar Bluff, Mo., and president of
WEEP, said the group looked for
something conventional, yet creative.
"I was trying to think of a
fundraiser 1 haven't seen," Garner
said. ''No one's done that in 10 yl'ars.
I got really excited and decided to
run with it."
Because this fundraiser is not as
main stream as others, vice president Danielle Nethery, senior from
Lagrange, Ky., said after arrival. students will purchase a $2 ticket for
each round .

Not only cakes, bur brownies,
cookies and other baked goodies arc
up for grabs at rhc cakewalk. Local
businesses such as Mugsy's Hideout
and New Life Christian Book store
have donated gift certificates for the
event.
According to their Web site
wcepforsouthcmsud:m.org,
the
WEEP non-profit organization
began in February 2007. Gabriel
Akl·ch Kwai, a native of Sudan,
started the group bt..'Cause of his
experiences. Horn in Bor, in southern Sudan, Kwai's home fell apart in
1987 when war broke out in his vi1·
lagc.
He was separated from his family
and became one of the thousands of
children who journeyed to Ethiopia
{or a safe haven, called the "Lost
Boys of Sudan." When ordered by
the Ethiopian government to leave.
Kwai and the other "Lost Boys,"
came upon militias who attacked
them and killed at least 5,000 in one
day.
Once in America, Kwai wanted to
open the opportunity h(• received
from the American govt•rruncnt to
the women of southern Sudan.
Alumna Undsey Becker started

the student section of the group in
2007.

According to the Web site WEEP's mission statement is. "to create an
opportunity for the young women
of Southern Sudan to receive an
education that will help them :;up·
port their communities and exponentially impact future generations."
Because so many young women
in Sudan have no opportunity for
education. WEEP's major goal is to
build a school so women won't have
to travel for miles to get an education. Their short·tcrm goals include
sponsoring 10 girls from southern
Sudan so they can attend high
school.
Hannah Jarvis. freshman from
Owensboru, Ky., and WEEP treasurer, said it takes $30 a month to
sponsor a girl in Southern Sudan.
She said another one of their shortterm go:th. is to expand to other
campuses.
Although Murray is the only cnmpus in the United States to have the
non-profit and student organization, Garner said a student from a
Canadian school contacted her
recently in hopes to start their own

section ofWEEP.
The non-profit organization has
their 501 C3 status, which means if
someone writes a check to WF.EP.·
they will get a receipt for a tax
write-off. Gamer said WEEP is a
cause that's easy to support, but
people need to be more educated on
the events affiliated with the group.
"It's not just the girls we arc sponsoring," Garner said. "Just the fact
that there is low literacy and not
many women in Sudan get to finish
their high school education. Lots of
girls we sponsor arc 20 and just
now going into the ninth grade. It's
a lot about awareness. Even if they
don't sponsor then maybe they
could be inspired to do other
th ings."
The members of WEEP said they
look forward to cooperating with
Amnesty International to raise
more money and awareness
throughout the semester. T hey
meet at 8 p.m. every other Monday
at the Wesley Foundation. Mary
Tripp Reed, lecturer in finance and
economics, serves as their faculty
mentor•
Bee Feldaus can be reached at
rebecca.feldaus@murraystate.edu.

Whitney
Harrod

Zero tickets: Save your cash
One ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on your iPhone
Three tickets: Head to the box
office
Four tickets: A future classic
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Cuban sandwich, Latin-style flair entertains taste buds
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor
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I remember two years
ago when I stood on the
edge of the most southern
point of the
continental Unite
d
states:.
I was

.TheHOI

Plate

in Key
West
Fla., 94
nautical
miles separated by ocean from Cuba.
The tourist guide told me if
I listened close enough, I
could possibly hear the
sounds of Cuban music
floating in the air.
Luckily. when 1 returned
back to the realities of life, I
didn't have to go as far
south as Key West to experience
the
ambiance,
sounds and tastes that
accompany Cuban cuisine.
This week I had t he
opportunity to visit Victor's Sandwiches, located
off Main Street. After hav-

ing lived in Murray for
more almost two years, I
admit I bad never visited
Victor's, so it seemed about
time to see what this "sandwich specialist" was all
about.
.....
I didn't know what style
of service to expect when l
walked in. I was pleasantly
surprised when I entered a
familiar, lobby-type area
with a gigantic menu (that
was daunting (or a firsttime guest).
I paused to thoroughly
sort through the menu featuring more than 200 sandwiches. After giving up, I
consulted the woman at the
counter for help.
To my delight, she recommended "the Cuban,"
comprised of ham, roast
pork, Swiss cheese and
pickles.
The time waiting for the
sandwich to arrive allowed
me to carefully check out
the facility and sit down
with a chat with Victor
himself.
Victor Olazabal. owner
of Victor's, told me the

After the 10-minute wait,
my thoughts immediately
shot to Ricky Ricardo in "I
Love Lucy."
Both Victor and Ricky
Ricardo have managed to
stay true to their roots, but
at the same time, still
assimilate into American
culture.
During my visit I ran into
some hungry Murray State
students.
Dustin Howard, senior
from Mayfield, Ky., said
this was his second visit to
the restaurant.
"I decided to bring a
friend back with me,"
Howard said. "I've been
sticking to the same thing
- turkey and ham sandwich."
After talking with the
students, I received my
sandwich in timely fashion.
It was exactly what I
expected: lots of hearty
meat and cheesy deliciousness. One sandwich down,
199 to go.
I
Whitney Harrod can be
reached at whitney.harrod 1
@murraystate.edu.

-

Caitlin Dunnagan/ The News

Dustin Howard and Saun Brown, both seniors fromMayfield, Ky.,
enjoy sandwichesat VIctor's.
restaurant opened about 35
years ago. His parents lived
in Cuba where his father
was a chef for many years

before moving to the U.S.
He told me both his father,
himself and his son are
named Victor.

Today I made a
visit to the store, and
I probably will make
another visit tomorrow and the following day as well.
The shopping eXperience I'm referring
to is similar in nature
to the experience you
would encounter at
Wal-mart, Peddler's
Mall or even at 'the
GM dealership down

the road.
It's known as the dating store. There
are the markdowns, the over-priced
items, the just-the-right-price items, the
one-of-a-kind items and the infamous
I've-got-to-have-them items in the window.
Conveniently, the store is open 24hours a day, but with traffic heaviest during the weekends. The store's various
locations include such hang-outs as Vitello's, the backyards of fraternity houses
and pretty much all around and about
campus.
·
The store offers an expansive selection
of "products" catering to the girl or guy
who is either on or off "the market," or
merely browsing out of boredom. An individual can browse these aisles for countless days, weeks, months or even years at
a time.
'
Let me explain: dating is like shopping.
Some individuals, to "shoppers," will be
more attractive than others. For example,
those who have recently, as in the last few
months, come out of long-term relationships are located in the "over-priced" section of the store. But those who have b'een
unattached and off the market for a substantial amount of time are glamourously
hanging on the sale-items or possibly'the
just-the-right-price items list.
·
"Shoppers" search for that special
counterpart with whom they will spend
countless hours secretly canoodling on
the second floor leather couches of
Waterfield Library, eating hearty lunches
at Winslow or purely spending quality
hours "studying" together in private
nooks and crannies in the Murray area.
Items are refundable, but only for
unspecified amounts. of time. But, whawver you do, be cautious to remove tbe price
tag or the item may become permanently
ruined and/or non-refundable. The 30day trial period and money-back guarantee only lasts so longs, so be frugal.
Because both guys and girls represent
the value of each corresponding products
sold, you must be completely aware of
what (or who) you're buying for yourself.
For example, when you're trying on that
yellow dress that's been catching your eye
for weeks, know that other people liave
tried on that same dress possibly many
times already.
The golden rule to follow when yoo're
shopping: don't forget it's easy to overspend your money too quickly and not
thoughtfully enough. You must evaluate
your potential purchases because you
don't want to be stuck with something
you can't easily exchange.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

MURRAY

CLASS I Fl EI)S

Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to o._o to a
good ho!f1er
.. Trying to rent an
'; apartment~ _ __
Looking
for a
·· roommate?
a
job
· Have
ope~~ng?

· Place your classified
ad
with
. The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in -Friday's
~aper or online at
thenews.org
Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111,
mailed to Classifieds, c/o

The Murray State News,

2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071
ore-mai led to
• thenews®murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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Group brings Newbery award winner to Murray State
Whitney Harrod

draw the interests of future English
teachers with Avi's visit. She said
Russ Wall, dean of the College of
Like many students, Edward lrvEducation, assisted with funding
Avi"s visit to Murray State. Thc
ing Wortis, who prefers to be called
Avi and uses it as his pen name, bad
Louisville chapter of The Kei1tucky
Area Writing Project helped pay for
big literary dreams.
Best known for his titles including
travel expenses.
"Cri~pin: The Cross of Lead" and
Shelby Goodlad, sophomore from
"The True Confessions of Charlotte
Franklin, Ky., wants to teach second
grade. She said
Doyle," natit)nally
acclaimed
chil- "You create real readers if they bringing in notable
dren's author. Avi,
.
.
,
authors. especially
are readmg for pleasure.
those specializing in
will visit Murray
St~tc as part of the
_ Avi
children's literature
Purchase
Area
to Murray State,
Writing Project.
children's book author
allows future teachAvi will read
crs to heighten their
selections from his fiction works at 7
awareness of different teaching and
tonight in Wrather Auditorium. He
learning styles.
"With books for a younger audiis also the keynote speaker tomorrow at 8:30 a.m. in the Curris Center
ence, writers have to work harder to
Barkley Room where he will present
teach kids directly through the
his talk titled "Secrets of Being a
pages," Goodlad said. "They can't
Writer."
leave too many things open for interDoris Cella. outreach coordinator
pretation."
Cella said the PAWP want~d to
for the Purchase Area Writing probring someone to Kentucky who was
ject, said the main goal of the PAWP
is to improve the teaching of writing
attractive throughout and beyond
the state. Avi receivt.~d the 2003
for grade levels kindergarten
through 12, specifically in public
Newbery Award, presented by the
schools.
American Library Association, for
"Our model is based on the conhis work on "Crispin: The Cross of
cept of teachers of a particular field
Lead" and the 1991 Newbery Honor
teaching other teachers, whether it
for "The True Confessions of Charbe through professional developlotte Doyle."
mentor through actually bringing in
Raised in the New York City area,
Avi studied theater and history at the
a master of the field such as Avi,"
Cdla said.
University of Wisconsin. He started
writing at 17 and submitted scripts to
Cella said she has been hoping to
Features Editor

Broadway theaters.
"Writing is very hard and it can be
extremely difficult," Avi said. " It
does not come naturally to me. You
hnve to deal with rejection. But by
the time I was older and when kids
cnme into my life, I had an interest in
writing hooks. So, I published my
first children's book."
Avi said when he started writing
books for publication. the No Child
Left Behind Act did not exist, allowing for children to have greater
interest in pleasure reading.
"You create real readers if they are
reading for pleasure," Avi said.
"Now, however, the intentions are
good On the school setting) because
they arc placed on assessment and
writing, but there has been an overall decrease in reading."
He said authors including Earnest
Hemingway, Mark Twain and
Charles Dickens influence his writing style. Though he never studied
formal writing, he tends to write
works of historical fiction, full of
character dialogue~
"It's my loss that I don't read poetry because poetry will teach you
what to take out and fict ion will
teach you what to put in (your
work)," Avi said.
Avi recently completed a one-act
play publbhed in a compilation of
six plays called ''Acting Out," which
was distributed to middle school theater programs.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitncy.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Photo court~y of grxchools.org

Avi received a 2003 Hewbery Award for "The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle."

Fulbright scholar grant recipient to pei:form, teach music
Laura Cash
Staff writer

Photu courtCS}' oi Stt::phanie Rea

Stephanie Rea will perform her
music throughout Germany.

For Stephanie Rea, it took
years of preparation, mastering a different language and a
dream thousands of miles
away to become what she is
today.
An associate professor in
the department of Music and
a performing flutist. Rea
received this year's Fulbright
Scholar Grant, which gives
her a chance to teach and perform throughout Germany.
Although Rea only recently
found out about her award.
she submitted her application
a year ago. It took about two
or three weeks to complete
and submit the application.
She submitted recordings and
sample syllabi as well as let-

ters of recommendation to
the scholarship committee.
She was also required to
provide a statement on a project in "Flute Performance
and Pedagogy in Germany
and the United States: A
Comparative Analysis."
She is the recipient of the
senior
lecturer/
senior
researcher gram, an award
that finances her travels for
four months. Rae said she will
use her grant money to
fmance her extended trip to
Germany and has chosen to
teach courses in flute and
perform pedagogical research
at the Hochschule fucr Musik
and Darstellende Kunst,
located in Frankfurt
Rca said her interest in
Germany sparked when she
srudicd the language in high

but it is not an easy grant to
Rea said the German music
.system is closely aligned with
obtain.
Past
recipients
the conservatories in the U.S.,
include Craig Barrett, chairmaking her transition to the
man of the board of Intel Corporation, writer Gish Jen and
German culture easier than in
other countries.
Brown University President
Rea will work with the
Ruth Simmons.
administration of the FrankRea will give a concert with
furt conservatory to integrate
Murray State faculty pianist
this three-tiered system while
A. Matthew Mazzoni at 3:30
instructing two classes.
p.m., Sunday in the PerformAccording to cies.org, Sen.
ing Arts Hall in the Price
J. William Fulbright of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Arkansas started the FulT hey will perform pieces
including Sonata No. 2 "La
bright Scholar Grant in 1946.
The ~urpose of the grant is to
VibrJy" i.n D Minor for flute
«promote mutual understand-~__._,...an-a . piano by Michel Blavet,
ing between the people of the
Sonnets for alto flute and
United States and the people
piano by Mike Mower and
of other countries of the
Fantaisie, Op. 79 for flute and
world."
piano by Gabriel Faure.
Laura Cash can be reached
More than 279,500 people
have participated in the Fulat laura.cash@ murraystate.
bright Scholar grant to date
edu.

school. She continued with
her studies through college
and eventually par ticipated in
a study abroad program in
Germany.
Rea said she contacted
several German schools, but
was most impressed with the
Hochschule fuer Musik and
Darstellende Kunst music
conservatory she visited last
May. Rea said the conservatory has about 850 srudents.
German schools go from
kindergarten through grade
13, instead of grade 12 like
U.S. schools. Their schools
are trying to incorporate a
three-tiered
system
of
degrees - bachelor, masters
and doctorate - known as the
Bologna process.
"I'm very impressed with
what they're doing," Rea said.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
corner of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness

•Sore Elbows
•Neck Pain
•lndlvestJon

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Lqs
•Muscle Spasms

•Numb An(Jef'S
•Hlp Pain
•119ht Muscles
•Achlft9 Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care con relieve your aches and pains. Thls examination
normally cost $150.00 or more. It will Include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurotoqlcal test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination far restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Any penon responsible for payment hoi o~ to refuM
to poy wtthln 72 hours ofrespondln9 to this odwrtllem .

VISIT heskettchiro.net

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER INC.

1703 HWY. 121 North Bypass • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-J59- 1117
It's not about your back , i t ' s about your

health.
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